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What a difference a quarter makes.  At the start of 
the fourth quarter, small cap markets were stand-
ing on a solid return of 11.5% for the year.  Despite 
trade wars, tariffs, Fed tightening, and plenty of 
political dysfunction, small caps seemed to shake 
off worries and march onward and upward.  On Oc-
tober 1st, all of that changed.  By the end of the 
quarter, the Russell 2000 had fallen 20.2% in three 
months.

This past quarter was the sixth-worst quarter for 
the Russell 2000 since 1979 and the worst Decem-
ber for small cap stocks since 1940 (source: Furey 
Research Partners).  For the year, the Russell 2000 
declined 11.0%. 

While many prognosticators and talking heads 
have offered explanations for the swift decline we 
just experienced, we believe that, at its core, this 
downdraft was the result of worries over a clas-
sic Fed mistake by an inexperienced Fed Chair, 
compounded by momentum trading and year-end 

tax-loss selling.  These technical factors likely ac-
celerated the year-end declines and may have con-
tributed to the quick snap-back we have seen al-
ready in the opening weeks of the new year. 
 
So where do we go from here?  If history is any 
guide, the forward 1-, 3-, and 5-year returns for 
small caps following terrible quarters is quite good 

(see conclusion for details).  What is more telling, 
in our opinion, is that we have seen company in-
siders “step up to the plate” and commit personal 
capital in record amounts by buying shares in the 
open market.  According to Bloomberg, the total 
value of monthly insider purchases by small cap 
companies spiked in the fourth quarter (see chart 
below).  We believe this is a powerful indicator of 
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Total Value of Insider Purchases for Small Cap Companies
(in millions)

Source: Punch & Associates and Bloomberg LP
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value—that executives who know their business-
es best are willing to risk personal capital in their 
shares at these valuations.  We regularly screen 
for companies with significant insider buying as we 
believe it is one of the most powerful signals of 
investment opportunity, and when we see insiders 
buying en masse, we sit up and take notice.

Portfolio Attribution

The Punch Small Cap Strategy declined 21.1% in 
the fourth quarter, slightly worse than the 20.2% 
decline for the Russell 2000.  For 2018, the Punch 
Small Cap Strategy outperformed the benchmark 
by 0.4% and was down -10.6% compared to -11.0%.  
Since inception the strategy has returned 9.3% an-
nually compared to 7.4% for the benchmark.

In 2018, performance was largely driven by indi-
vidual security selection (+315 basis points) while 
sector allocation was a drag (-199 bps).  Our con-
tinued underweight to the healthcare sector (4.8% 
average weight vs. 16.1%) and a slight overweight 
to the energy sector (5.9% vs. 4.3%) both went 
against us in the year, as healthcare stocks in gen-
eral were down only half as much as the index 
while the energy sector was the worst-performing 
group for the second year in a row.  We continue to 
have extreme difficulty finding higher quality com-
panies with value-priced shares in the healthcare 
arena.  In energy, there is an abundance of them.  
Our underweight in the technology sector (8.9% 
vs. 14.9%) also hurt performance as this group was 
roughly flat on the year.

In general, the benchmark Russell 2000 continues 
to be comprised of many lower quality stocks that 
have led performance over the past several years.  
As of December 31, 33% of Russell 2000 compa-
nies were unprofitable on an earnings per share 

(EPS) basis.  The median debt level for these com-
panies was 3x debt/ebitda, a record (see nearby 
chart).  Our focus on operationally profitable com-
panies with strong balance sheets is at odds with 
this makeup of the index today. 

Annualized Performance as of 12-31-2018 (net of fees)

Q4 2018 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years Since Inception*
Punch Small Cap -21.06% -10.62% 6.27% 3.44% 11.92% 9.31%
Russell 2000 Index -20.20% -11.01% 7.36% 4.41% 11.97% 7.44%
*Inception date is 3-31-2002. Please see disclosures at the end of this commentary. 

Source: Furey Research Partners
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Bottom Contributors to Return

The largest detractor from performance in 2018 for 
the Punch Small Cap Strategy was business services 
provider Deluxe Corp. (DLX, $2.2 billion market 
cap), a company that is rapidly transitioning from 
its legacy check printing business to faster-grow-
ing small business services.  Since CEO Lee Schram 
took over in 2006, the company has harvested the 
cash flow from its declining check business to ac-
quire and grow small business services like website 
hosting, marketing services, and financial technol-
ogy.  Today, check printing is less than half (roughly 
40%) of the company’s total revenues.

There are two primary reasons for the decline in 
Deluxe stock in 2018.  The first was the surprise 
announcement in April that Mr. Schram would be 
retiring from the company.  While the loss of a ten-
ured leader with a strong track record sometimes 
signals bigger problems, we do not believe that 

is the case here.  In November, the company an-
nounced that Barry McCarthy, an executive from 
First Data Corp (FDC) who ran several of that com-
pany’s larger divisions, would be his replacement.  
We think it is a positive sign that the company was 
able to attract a high caliber CEO in relatively short 
order.  

The second reason for the performance in 2018 
was disappointing results in one of Deluxe’s divi-
sions that provides data-driven marketing for fi-
nancial institutions, as bank customers delayed 
marketing spending given the challenges in mort-
gage lending recently.  This slowdown caused man-
agement to push out their expectations for organic 
growth for the company from 2018 to 2019, which 
many investors see as a key “inflection point” for 
the transformation strategy.

Despite these surprises in 2018, we believe that 
the core investment thesis for Deluxe remains in-
tact, and we are excited to hear from the new CEO 
as to what his priorities for the company will be.  
Deluxe generates significant free cash flow, has 
reasonable debt leverage, and pays a 2.5% divi-
dend.  We believe that the company gets relatively 
little attention from Wall Street (only 3 analysts) 
and trades at an attractive 16% free cash flow 
yield largely because investors still associate the 
company with its legacy check printing business, 
which (unsurprisingly) is in secular decline.  With 
new leadership and a refreshed strategy that may 
be more heavily focused on fintech, we are excit-
ed about the prospects for the company over the 
coming years.

A notable laggard for the year was Green Brick 
Partners Inc. (GRBK, $450 million market cap), a 
regional homebuilder and land development com-
pany with operations in Dallas, Atlanta, Colorado 
Springs, and Vero Beach, Florida.  Despite strong 
operational performance in 2018, the stock per-
formed mostly in-line with the public homebuilders 
(the Russell 2000 Homebuilding Index was down 
38% in 2018) on widespread fears of a weak hous-
ing market, higher mortgage rates, and persistent 
cost inflation.  We think these fears have pressured 
the stock to historically cheap valuations (9x p/ es-
timated earnings and 0.97x p/b).

We believe that the U.S. continues to be under-
built for single-family housing in many markets, 
especially fast-growing metro areas like Dallas and 
Atlanta that are seeing an influx of residents and 
employers.  Green Brick has 30% net debt-to-eq-
uity, strong land lot positions, and heavy insider 
ownership—strengths that should allow the com-
pany to weather challenges in the marketplace and 
even acquire other regional builders at attractive 
valuations.

Golf entertainment company Drive Shack Inc. (DS, 
$290 million market cap) was also a detractor from 
performance for the year, although two announce-
ments in the fourth quarter make us particularly 
excited about the prospects for the company to-
day.  In November, the company announced a new 
CEO and CFO to replace the former management 
team from Fortress Investments.  What is notable 
about new CEO Ken May is that he spent 5 years at 
Topgolf Inc., the leader in the golf entertainment 

Bottom Contributors: Calendar Year 2018

Holding Average 
Weight

Total 
Return

CTR**
(bps)

Deluxe Corp. 2.79% -48.98% -160

Ferro Corp. 3.22% -33.53% -128

Select Energy 0.85% -58.39% -100

Lithia Motors 2.38% -31.97% -82

Green Brick Partners 1.97% -35.93% -76
**CTR represents the contribution to total attribution in basis points. Attribution data 
is reflective of a representative portfolio in the small cap strategy.
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industry with approximately 50 locations world-
wide.  At Topgolf, Mr. May oversaw the construc-
tion of roughly half of the company’s locations, 
and we think this experience will be invaluable as 
he executes a growth strategy at Drive Shack.  

Second, the company announced its newest devel-
opment location on Randall’s Island, adjacent to 
Manhattan.  We believe this location will raise the 
visibility and popularity of the golf entertainment 
concept and Drive Shack brand.  This brings the 
company’s total announced locations to six, with 
thirty in the pipeline.  Several more are slated to 
open this spring, and we will be paying close atten-
tion to their performance.  

Today, Drive Shack shares trade for less than the 
value of the cash and securities on the balance 
sheet and, with only one sell-side analyst cover-
ing the company, we continue to believe its growth 
prospects remain significantly underappreciated. 

Top Contributors to Return

Our top contributor to performance in 2018 was 
online marketplace ETSY Inc. (ETSY, $6.6 billion 
market cap), a company that has thrived under 
new management and a renewed strategic direc-
tion.  We have detailed our investment thesis in 
previous commentaries and remain excited about 
the prospects for Etsy to become the go-to online 
marketplace for handmade goods.  While there 
may be strategic interest in the company at some 
point, we think that there are enough levers for 

management to pull (branding, pricing, technolo-
gy) to keep organic growth going for some time.

Our second largest contributor to performance was 
Capital Southwest Corp (CSWC, $360 million mar-
ket cap), a business development company (BDC) 
based in Dallas, Texas.  Capital Southwest was a 
company in transition under new management 
when we first purchased the stock back in 2016 
when shares were trading at a substantial discount 
to book value.  As management has deployed cap-
ital, the dividend per share has lifted from 4 cents 
per quarter to 36 cents, and we believe that the 
dividend may go higher as the company remains 
under-levered with ample dry powder to invest.  
Management has done an outstanding job making 
mostly first-lien loans to middle market companies 
and today the portfolio has no loans on non-accru-
al.  This internally-managed BDC trades at 102% of 
book value, which we believe is still below its fair 
value.

Two of our top five contributors for the year were 
healthcare companies Addus Homecare Corp 
(ADUS, $800 million market cap) and U.S. Physi-
cal Therapy (USPH, $1.3 billion market cap).  The 
strong performance of these two companies, and 
their current valuations, highlight some of the rea-
sons why we are struggling to find compelling val-
ues in this sector today.

Addus Homecare and U.S. Physical Therapy are 
both healthcare services providers, an area of the 
healthcare space that we prefer because such busi-
nesses tend to be more consistent and predictable 
than medical device or pharmaceutical ones and 
tend to be less prone to technological disruption.  
Addus provides in-home personal care to the el-
derly and those with chronic medical conditions, 
while U.S. Physical Therapy operates a national 
network of therapy clinics.  Both companies have 
track records of growth, profitability, and free cash 
flow, and neither has meaningful debt.

While we like the higher-quality nature of these 
businesses relative to the rest of the healthcare 
sector (75% of Russell 2000 Healthcare companies 
produced no free cash flow last year), the valua-
tions of these companies are becoming increasing-
ly stretched, with free cash yields moving into the 
mid-single-digits.  We have trimmed U.S. Physical 
Therapy multiple times since our initial purchase 
back in 2011, but are balancing current valuations 
with the ongoing consolidation and organic growth 
opportunities at both businesses.

Top Contributors: Calendar Year 2018

Holding Average 
Weight

Total 
Return

CTR**
(bps)

Etsy Inc. 3.58% 132.62% 251

Capital Southwest Corp. 4.04% 29.51% 98

Addus Homecare Corp. 1.57% 95.06% 84

U.S. Physical Therapy 1.58% 43.08% 54

Novanta Inc. 1.84% 26.00% 47
**CTR represents the contribution to total attribution in basis points. Attribution data 
is reflective of a representative portfolio in the small cap strategy.
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Portfolio Activity

The Punch Small Cap Strategy ended the quarter 
with 48 total positions after two complete exits 
and two new additions to the portfolio.  Volatili-
ty in the small cap market in the quarter created 
some unique opportunities as valuations of several 
watchlist names came into what we believe are at-
tractive ranges.

Our active share continues to be high at 98.0% and 
for 2018, portfolio turnover was 21.3%.

In October, we exited longtime holding J&J Snack 
Foods (JJSF, $2.0 billion market cap), a manufac-
turer and distributor of Slush Puppies and ICEEs, 
Super Pretzels, churros, and a variety of other 
branded snacks and desserts.  Our initial purchase 
of J&J Snack Foods dates to 2005, when CEO and 
largest shareholder Gerry Schreiber was execut-
ing a strategy of acquiring distressed niche food 
products companies and turning them around to 
create a portfolio of snack products that could be 
sold to the same end markets of grocery, c-store, 
cafeterias, and sporting venues.  Unlike many of 
its peers, the company has rarely carried net debt, 
never taken on a transformative acquisition, and 
always generated consistent free cash flow.  Oper-
ational excellence and financial conservatism have 
been the hallmarks of the company for decades.  
We exited the shares in the quarter largely for val-
uation reasons and to fund the purchase of new 
positions.

In November, we exited Connecticut-based com-
mercial bank United Financial (UBNK, $750 mil-
lion market cap) for operational reasons.  Our 
initial purchase dates to 2012 when the bank was 
called Rockville Financial (RCKB) and when it was 
a mutually-held thrift that converted to a public-
ly-traded commercial bank.  We pay attention to 
many of these mutual holding company (MHC) 
conversions because they can present opportuni-
ties to acquire shares of an over-capitalized bank 
at an attractive ratio of tangible book value.  

In 2014, Rockville merged with United Financial 
(UBNK) and began an extensive integration process 
that doubled the size of the bank to over $6 billion 
in assets. While returns on assets and on capital 
at the combined bank have improved since the 
merger, the integration process was anything but 
smooth and even today the bank’s results are in-
consistent at best.  Four years after the deal, man-
agement has still not hit their original merger prof-
itability targets, resulting in a discounted market 
valuation that we believe is unlikely to improve.

In November we added Barings BDC (BBDC, $500 
million market cap) to the portfolio, a business 
development company based in Charlotte, North 
Carolina that is externally managed by global in-
vestment firm Barings.  From 2007 to 2018, the 
company was named Triangle Capital (TCAP) and 
managed by a different manager, but after running 
into performance and corporate governance issues 
was ultimately sold to Barings in a transaction that 
closed mid-2018.  At that time, both the manage-
ment contract as well as the BDC assets were sold, 

such that, at closing, the company’s assets were 
100% cash.  BBDC shares have persistently traded 
at a 20-30% discount to their book value through-
out the year.

While corporate governance and management 
alignment are always areas of focus for us during 
the due diligence process, we pay particular atten-
tion to these items when researching business de-
velopment companies (BDCs).  Historically, these 
structures have been rife with high fees, poor gov-
ernance, and returns that go disproportionately to 
managers, not shareholders.  We believe Barings 
is different.  Not only is the company’s manage-
ment agreement one of the best we have seen in 
the industry, but there is also significant alignment 
of incentives.  The manager purchased $100 mil-
lion of shares at a premium to the market price 
and has continued to purchase shares in the open 
market; today, the management company is the 
largest shareholder and owns 26% of shares.  Man-
agement has also executed shareholder-friendly 
actions such as a special dividend and dutch ten-
der repurchase.

We see in Barings BDC an investment opportunity 
similar to our other BDC holding, Capital South-
west (CSWC).  Both are portfolios in transition 
from old managers to new ones, with assets being 
primarily cash.  Both trade at meaningful discounts 
to book values.  And both also have below-aver-
age dividends that will likely increase as capital is 
deployed over time, which could be a catalyst for 
shares ultimately closing their discount to book 
value.
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In December we added oil and gas company Riv-
iera Resources (RVRA, $1.1 billion market cap) 
to our basket of energy stocks.  Riviera is a spe-
cial situation after having been spun out of energy 
company Roan Resources (ROAN) in August.  Both 
companies were part of the former LINN Energy, 
an over-levered exploration and production com-
pany that went bankrupt in the energy downturn 
of 2014-15.  We believe that Riviera Resources is 
a classic post-bankruptcy investment opportunity 
with little investor awareness, a mispriced stock, 
and a shareholder-friendly management team that 
is committed to returning capital to shareholders.

Riviera Resources owns upstream oil and gas assets 
in several geographic basins that are mostly ma-
ture, low-decline assets with high free cash flow.  
In addition, the company is investing in owned 
midstream assets including a processing facility 
and pipelines.  We believe that, based on a series 
of asset sales by the company, the upstream assets 
are worth significantly more than the enterprise 
value of the company today, and no value is be-
ing given to the growing midstream business.  The 
company has net cash and minimal debt, and has 
been repurchasing shares both in the open mar-
ket and by a dutch tender offer above the current 
market price.  

We met with management in Houston this fall and 
found their strategy and views on shareholder 
value unique and refreshing.  Whereas many oil 
and gas companies are focused on growing their 
asset base, reinvesting cashflows, and expanding 
production, Riviera is actually doing the opposite: 

shrinking through asset sales, maximizing free cash 
flow, and returning capital aggressively to share-
holders.  In time, we believe the midstream assets 
could be separated to form a standalone company, 
which could unlock significant shareholder value. 

Conclusion

Occasionally, on a slow day, a member of the in-
vestment team at Punch will unmute the television 
to hear CNBC interviewing a Wall Street strategist 
(yes, we should know better). The interviewer 
will ask about the investment environment. The 
response usually goes something like this: “Well, 
Joe…the Fed… blah, blah, blah…trade wars…blah, 
blah…Brexit…blah…Apple’s iphone sales…blah, 

blah.” And then they say something that is as close 
to nothing as you can get without actually saying 
nothing. They will say, “We are cautiously optimis-
tic.” What does an investor do with that? The in-
terviewee is seemingly saying, “Things might work 
out for y’all, but if they don’t…well, don’t blame 
me because I told you to be cautious.”

The table below shows this pullback as the sixth 
worst since the inception of the Russell 2000 Index 
in 1979. Not fun.

With the caveat that no one can predict the fu-
ture, let’s examine past periods of stock market 
treachery. Below are the forward returns of the 
Russell 2000 Index following each of these awful 
time frames.

Worst Quarters for the 
Russell 2000 Since 1979 Forward Performance

Quarter Ending Quarterly Performance One Year Three Years Five Years

Dec - 1987 -29.6% 22% 10% 84%

Dec - 2008 -25.6% 25% 48% 133%

Sep - 1990 -24.9% 42% 100% 145%

Sep - 2011 -23.3% 30% 71% 94%

Sep - 1998 -20.9% 17% 11% 34%

Sep - 2002 -19.1% 35% 84% 122%

Sep - 2001 -18.7% -11% 41% 79%

Sep - 1981 -17.6% 5% 56% 99%

Mar - 2009 -16.4% 61% 96% 177%

Mar - 1980 -12.1% 66% 115% 138%

Averages -20.8% 29.3% 63.3% 110.7%
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A down period for this index occurred only once 
during the year following the darkest hour. Nine 
out of the ten one-year periods saw a recovery 
with the average return of better than 31%. All of 
the returns were positive for the three-year peri-
od following these corrections. The average return 
five years later was more than 100%. 

Many investors are sitting and examining their loss-
es right now, hoping that things bounce back. You 
have probably heard that “hope is not a strategy.” 
This may be true, but while we can offer no assur-
ances, the history reflected above points out that 
probability is on the side of the long-term investor. 
And probability favors buying (or, at a minimum, 
holding) at a time like this. 

Fear is a natural human emotion, and nobody can 
be expected to be devoid of it. Education, experi-
ence, and discipline have taught us not to do what 
our fears tell us we should…which is sometimes, 
“run for the hills.” To the contrary, we have learned 
to fight our own fears and to do the exact opposite. 

At Punch, we measure fear as a contrarian indica-
tor in order to evaluate when opportunity might 
exist. In surveys like the AAII Bull/Bear Index and 
the elevated level of discounts on Closed End 
Funds, we are observing significant levels of fear 
on the part of individual investor right now. This is 
good for the buyer of some of the securities they 
are dumping.

Bad investors tend to extrapolate everything that 
is temporarily bad and ignore everything that is 
permanently good. Temporary bad things eventu-
ally get resolved or fade away in importance (we 
guess that’s why they are considered temporary), 
paving the way for more positive long-term funda-
mentals to affect security prices.  

As far as our economy goes, we believe things 
are better than the headlines might indicate. Our 
banks are in great shape, we have low unemploy-
ment, low inflation, corporations that are growing 
and, with lower corporate taxes, more money to 
distribute to shareholders. We are not macroeco-

nomists at Punch, but we talk to CFOs and CEOs 
of small- and medium-sized companies every day. 
There seems to be a disconnect between what we 
read on the front page of the Wall Street Journal 
and what we are hearing from the leaders of the 
companies we own. We tend to believe the people 
who are operating businesses where the rubber 
meets the road in this economy.

We have no idea what the coming weeks and 
months are going to look like for the markets. 
Whatever the markets bring, we will steadfastly do 
what we always do on your behalf: focus on iden-
tifying solid businesses run by committed manage-
ment teams and attempting to purchase interests 
in these businesses at prices low enough to allow 
for imprecise outcomes. What makes our team 
“uncautiously optimistic” isn’t that we believe 
stocks are going start heading up quickly, rather we 
are uncautiously optimistic because we are finding 
these opportunities in greater abundance than we 
have found in several years.
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Punch & Associates Investment Management, Inc. (Punch & Associates) is a registered investment adviser; registration as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Information 
presented herein is subject to change without notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Information presented herein incorporates Punch & Associates’ opinions as of the 
date of this publication and is subject to change without notice. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially from those 
anticipated in forward-looking statements. As a practical matter, no entity is able to accurately and consistently predict future market activities. While we make efforts to ensure information contained herein is 
accurate, Punch & Associates cannot guarantee the accuracy of all such information presented. Material contained in this publication should not be construed as accounting, legal, or tax advice.

Composite performance is shown net of fees and brokerage commissions paid by the underlying client accounts. Certain client accounts have directed us to reinvest income and dividends, while others have directed 
us to not reinvest such earnings. As such, performance data shown includes or excludes the reinvestment of income and dividends as appropriate, depending on whether the account has directed us to reinvest 
income and dividends. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and investing in securities may result in a loss of principal.

Punch & Associates claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS® standards. Please refer to the 
attached Composite Profile and Schedule of Performance for information regarding Punch & Associates’ compliance with GIPS® standards.

The reference to the top five and bottom five performers within the Punch Small Cap Equity Strategy portfolio is shown to demonstrate the effect of these securities on the strategy’s return during the period 
identified. Punch & Associates calculated this attribution data using a representative institutional client account which: 1) imposed no material restrictions related to investments made; and 2) was fully invested 
in the Punch Small Cap Equity Strategy during the entire time period shown. The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients during the period 
of time shown. Past performance does not guarantee future results; therefore, it should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities 
in this list. Please contact Punch & Associates at andy@punchinvest.com or (952)224-4350 to obtain details regarding our calculation methodology or to obtain a list showing every holding’s contribution to the 
overall strategy’s performance during the period of time shown.

We compile company specific information referenced in this commentary from a variety of sources including SEC filings, quarterly and annual reports, conference calls, conversations with management teams, 
and Bloomberg LP.

Any benchmark indices shown are for illustrative and/or comparative purposes and have only been included to show the general trend in the markets in the periods indicated. Such indices have limitations when 
used for comparison or other purposes because they may have volatility, credit, or other material characteristics (such as number and types of securities or instruments represented) that are different from those of 
the Composite and/or any client account, and they do not reflect the Composite investment strategy or any other investment strategies generally employed by Punch & Associates. For example, the Composite, or 
a particular client investment portfolio will generally hold substantially fewer securities than are contained in a particular index. *Inception of the Punch Small Cap Equity Strategy was March 31, 2002. **CTR 
represents the contribution to total attribution.

*Some index performance information has been gathered from Furey Research Partners with permission.
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Punch & Associates Investment Management, Inc.

Small Cap Composite

Composite Profile and Schedule of Performance

As of June 30, 2017

Annual Performance History Composite Benchmark Year-End

3-Year 3-Year Composite Year-End

Small Cap Small Cap Std Deviation Std Deviation Number of Assets Firm Assets

Year Gross of Fee Net of Fee Benchmark1 (%)2 (%)2
Portfolios ($mil) ($mil) Dispersion2

2002 (since 3/31) -15.21 % -15.85 -23.53 % N/A N/A 12 5.1$                103.9$                 4.9                  % N/A

2003 55.64 54.21 47.25 N/A N/A 29 12.9                167.3                   7.7                  6.8%

2004 21.93 20.68 18.32 N/A N/A 52 21.0                206.2                   10.2                4.8%

2005 13.02 11.80 4.55 N/A N/A 67 23.8                258.7                   9.2                  3.3%

2006 22.83 21.75 18.37 N/A N/A 98 38.8                335.0                   11.6                3.3%

2007 3.65 2.65 -1.57 N/A N/A 272 103.9              397.0                   26.2                3.7%

2008 -33.54 -34.18 -33.80 N/A N/A 243 65.5                261.5                   25.0                2.1%

2009 32.65 31.41 27.20 N/A N/A 257 85.2                340.4                   25.0                3.3%

2010 18.87 17.77 26.85 N/A N/A 283 108.4              395.6                   27.4                1.0%

2011 0.81 -0.14 -4.18 20.7 25.3 284 113.6              475.6                   23.9                0.7%

2012 20.07 19.04 16.34 17.4 20.5 292 152.4              613.6                   24.8                0.8%

2013 42.63 41.52 38.82 13.6 16.7 320 266.1              832.7                   32.0                0.9%

2014 -0.21 -0.91 4.89 12.8 13.3 328 265.0              905.7                   29.3                0.7%

2015 0.51 -0.26 -5.11 15.7 14.2 330 254.7              938.1                   27.2                0.8%

2016 20.95 19.93 20.35 17.6 16.0 350 307.4              1,101.0                27.9                1.2%

2017 (6/30) 2.51 2.08 5.00 N/A N/A 374 324.5              1,161.0                28.0                N/A

Cumulative 420.91 353.69 237.41    

Small Cap Small Cap

Period Gross of Fee Net of Fee Benchmark1

1 Year 23.60 % 22.58 % 24.61 %

3 Year 7.52 6.66 6.82

5 Year 14.69 13.79 13.35
Since Inception 12.28 11.19 8.91

The Composite creation date is December 31, 2005.  The creation date is the date in which Punch started reporting returns at the strategy level while they had previously been reported at the account level.

1The Russell 2000 Index is the Composite's benchmark.
2See Note 7 for discussion of the composite dispersion and 3-year standard deviation calculation.  N/A indicates statistics are not required to be presented for the time period pursuant to GIPS.

Punch & Associates Investment Management, Inc. (Punch) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards.  
Punch has been independently verified for the periods from April 1, 2002 through June 30, 2017. Verification assesses whether (1) the Firm has complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards 
on a firm-wide basis and (2) the Firm’s policies and procedures are designed to calculate and present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards. The Small Cap Composite has been examined for the periods from 
April 1, 2002 through June 30, 2017. The verification and performance examination reports are available upon request.
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Annualized Performance History
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Note 1. Organization and Nature of Business 

Punch & Associates Investment Management, Inc. (Punch) is an investment adviser registered with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. The term "Firm," as 
defined by Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS©), represents Punch & Associates 
Investment Management, Inc. 
 
The Punch Small Cap Strategy (Small Cap Composite) invests in U.S. listed public companies with 
market capitalizations between $250 million and $2 billion. Companies from the small cap universe are 
selected on the basis of economically attractive business models, accelerating fundamentals, cash flow 
characteristics, valuation relative to cash flow, and general investor recognition. 
 
This description of products and services of the Small Cap Composite (the Composite) is not an offering. 
Past performance is not an indication or a guarantee of future results. Investments are subject to risk and 
may lose value. A list of our composite descriptions and our policies for valuing portfolios, calculating 
performance, and preparing compliant presentations are available upon request. 
 

Note 2. Performance Presentation Standards 

This report includes all of GIPS' mandatory disclosures as well as additional disclosures deemed prudent 
by Punch's management. Investment philosophies did not change materially during the reporting periods 
or from period-to-period. 
 

Note 3. Accounting Policies 

All assets and liabilities in the Composite are reported on a fair value basis using U.S. Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles.  Investment transactions are recorded on a trade date basis.  Dividends 
are reported on pay date basis.  Punch’s policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance, and 
preparing compliant presentations are available upon request. 
 

Note 4. Valuation Methodologies 

The Composite values all of its investments at fair value in accordance with Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification 820 (“Fair Value Measurements”) and the 
GIPS Valuation Principles.  The Composite invests in Level 1 securities (i.e. marketable securities for 
which prices are readily available). 
 

Note 5. Calculation of Rates of Return 

The portfolio returns for the period are based in U.S. dollars and have been calculated using a time-
weighted, monthly, geometrically linked rate of return formula to compute quarterly percentage returns. 
Each portfolio's monthly rate of return is the monthly percentage change in the market value, including 
earned interest and dividends, after allowing for the effects of cash flows. 
 
The monthly composite rate of return calculation is weighted by beginning values. This results in an 
asset’s size-weighted rate of return. Security transactions and any related gains or losses are recorded 
on a trade-date basis.  
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Note 6. The Composites 

Punch has established composites for all fee-generating portfolios for which it has full discretionary 
investment decision-making authority. Punch's client base within the composites was comprised of 
institutional and individual investors with a minimum asset balance of $100,000. No alterations have been 
made to the composites as a result of changes in investment professionals. In addition, Punch is the 
investment adviser to transitory portfolios that were not eligible for inclusion in any composite because the 
portfolios are either new for the month first funded, or the portfolios had restructuring which took place 
during the month.  
 
The Small Cap Composite is one of several composites managed by Punch. Punch’s list is available 
upon request. 
 
Performance is based on total assets in the portfolio, including cash and substitute securities. Generally, 
a portfolio will enter a composite on the first day of the first full month following its inception. A portfolio is 
removed from a composite as of the last day of its last full month. Historical performance results include 
the results of clients who are no longer clients of Punch. Each composite is comprised of separately 
managed portfolios. 
 
The Composite is subject to Punch’s large cash flow policy which defines a cash withdrawal of more than 
10 percent of the portfolio’s market value as a large cash flow which requires the Composite to be valued 
at the date of the withdrawal. This policy has been in effect for the periods from April 1, 2002 through 
June 30, 2017. 
 

Note 7. Composite Dispersion 

Composite dispersion measures represent the consistency of a firm’s composite performance results with 
respect to an individual account’s portfolio returns within a composite. Account dispersion is measured by 
the standard deviation from the central tendency (mean return).  
 
The dispersion of the annual returns of the Composite is measured by the asset-weighted standard 
deviation method. Standard deviation attempts to measure how much exposure to volatility was taken 
historically by the implementation of an investment strategy. Only portfolios that have been managed for 
the full year have been included in the annual dispersion calculation of the Composite. Effective for the 
year ended December 31, 2011, GIPS requires the presentation of the three-year annualized standard 
deviation. This statistic measures the volatility of returns for the Composite and benchmark over the 
preceding 36-month period. 
 

Note 8. Investment Management Fees 

The net performance results set forth in the Schedule of Performance reflect the deduction of actual 
investment management fees. The standard fee structure is based on 1 percent of assets per annum on 
all discretionary assets unless otherwise specified. Prior to December 31, 2005, the fee structure was 
variable based on strategy and account size, not to exceed 1.5 percent per annum. 
 
Account minimums and fees are negotiable on a case-by-case basis due to potential growth, size and 
services rendered.  
 

Note 9. Comparison with Market Index 

Punch compares its Small Cap Composite returns to a certain market index management believes has 
similar investment characteristics. The returns of this index do not include any transaction costs, 
management fees or other fees. This index is the Russell 2000 Index. 


